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Aircraft buiding: Welding Clusters
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Welding Clusters Making tubular connections Ron Alexander



I



n creating a welded structure there are only so many ways to connect the steel tubing. These configurations go by many names, but in aviation the most common is a cluster. We use the American Welding Society (AWS) standard designations of T, K, and Y joints, because they are more descriptive. Each component in a welded joint has a name, as shown in Figure 1. A notched piece of tubing is a branch, which is welded to the main member. The terms that describe the locations of the weld in



the joint are the heel, the side, and the toe. You may have heard of this referred to as a fish mouth joint or as a saddle connection, or a full branch on saddle connection. To qualify as a T joint, the branch must join the main member at a 90degree angle, give or take 10 degrees. Attachment angles beyond this 10-degree limit create Y joints, like the one shown in Figure 1. What we commonly call a cluster is the K joint. It is basically two Y joints oriented in opposite directions, but as shown in Figure 2, it can also be the combination of T and Y joints, or two Ys and a T.



Making the Tubular Connection We began our welding learning experience using thin sheet or gauge stock. Aircraft tubing is like it, except that tubing has a threedimensional curve with biaxial cooling due to the thin wall. Since the root of the weld is not accessible, sizing of the weld and the amount of penetration is critical. Too much penetration will reduce the thickness of the main member and may cause a condition at the toe of the weld called undercut. Too little penetration coupled with not enough filler material will result in a weak weld susceptible to failure.
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SIDE BRANCH MEMBER
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Figure 1: Nomenclature of the parts in a welded joint, in this case a Y joint. 96
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Photo 1: Notch the branch member and clean both members before mounting them in your fixture for welding.



1 K(T-K)



2 K(T-Y)



Figure 2: K joints can be a combination of two Y joints, or two Ys and a T joint.
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Figure 3: Recommended sequence for welding a T joint.



To qualify as a T joint, the branch must join the main member at a 90-degree angle, give or take 10 degrees. When welding 4130 tubing, use a small diameter tungsten electrode with small diameter filler, such as a 1/16 inch 2 percent thoriated tungsten with .030 or .035 inch diameter ER80S-D2 filler, and a small gas cup with a gas lens in the torch. With the tubing secured in your fixture, tack the members together so EAA Sport Aviation
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EAA, in an agreement with AeroPlanner.com, is pleased to announce an exciting new Membership benefit for EAA Members...EAA Flight Planner. Take advantage of the newest Member benefit by heading over to www.eaa.org. Click on the “Register Now” link, get registered, and log onto Flight Planner to plan your next flight.
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Photo 2: When finished, your weld should have a neat appearance with a uniform surface profile.



Photo 3: This Y joint has a good weld size and profile, and inside the tube you can see how the branch has melted and fused with the main member.



Photo 4: This weld has an improperly filled weld crater; if left uncorrected it will become the birthplace of cracks.



they will maintain the proper position while you make the final welds. When creating tack welds, make the tacks large enough to hold the members but not so large that they



change the shape and size of the final weld. Tack welds are one area where if a little is good, a whole lot is not better. Before welding your tubular



structure, practice on tubing with a larger diameter and a wall thickness of at least 1/16 inch. Visit a muffler shop and ask for scrap pieces that are too small for them to use. This



Big Service and Big Deals From Oxygen to Avionics to Hoses to Wheels. Welcome to AeroCraft Parts. For years, as Kit Components, we have been the primary source of parts and supplies to Lancair builders. Now, we are pleased to unveil our new name, and an online store
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Dual Screen Chelton Sierra EFIS-SV SPORT for



that brings the same low prices and friendly service to the entire Sport Aviation community. Visit our site often for weekly specials and sales on all your aircraft needs. By way of introducing you to AeroCraft Parts,



Goodyear Flight Custom III for $100 each



$24,900.00 Free shipping from our Custom Hose Shop



and $500.00 toward your completed panel !



we are offering FREE shipping on all online orders over $100 throughout the summer.*



Visit us at Oshkosh for incredible show specials in Building “C“ Order on-line at www.aerocraftparts.com or call 1-866-659-AERO (2376) Copyright © 2004 AeroCraft Parts & Supply. All rights reserved. Free shipping good through September 15, 2004 on purchases made through our online store with the promotional code.
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Photo 5: If you look closely in the red circle you’ll see that this weld suffers from lack of fusion.



tube will generally be mild steel and have similar heat transfer characteristics to 4130. As you would with 4130, notch the branch member and clean both members before tack welding them. To securely hold the members together, use four tacks— one in each of the toe zones and one in each of the side zones. Then commence your final welding. Figure 3 depicts a recommended welding sequence that balances the stresses of welding around the neutral axis and helps to prevent distortion. Weld from the stirrup of the saddle notch in the side zone



back to the tack in the toe zone of the joint. Follow the sequence of alternating sides to balance stress and distortion. When you’ve finished the progression of welds, go back and TIG dress the tack into the toe zone fillet weld that you have just produced so your weld will have a neat appearance with a uniform surface profile. On your practice tubes, look inside the main member to see that it has been penetrated and well fused to the branch. Just a quick word about weld quality and visual inspection. In the



What we commonly call a cluster is the K joint.



adjacent photos you’ll see a Y joint where the weld crater start points have not been properly filled and melted together. If not corrected, these areas will become stress risers and the birthplace of cracks. Remember that the filler material in the weld and the size of the weld are the factors that determine the weld’s strength. The second weld has a marginal surface appearance, and if you look closely in the red circle you’ll see a lack of fusion caused by inadequate melting and fusing of the members. In other words, the weld that was deposited missed the target. Next month we will look at visual inspection, weld defects, and ways to correct those defects.
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